The Effects of Implicit and Explicit Feedback in an ASR-based Reading Tutor for Dutch First-graders
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Abstract

Literacy skills are pivotal for children to become schooled and educated and to engage with written texts in everyday life. Learning to read is a primary skill that children acquire at school. Supervised, supportive guided reading aloud may help children improve their reading skills. However, such a supportive context is usually difficult to realize at school since teachers do not have enough time to give directed individual feedback. An ASR-based reading tutor could be a solution in such a pressing situation, as such a tutor can “listen” to children reading, provide individual feedback on errors, and store information on reading practice into logfiles.

In this study, we investigated the effectiveness of an ASR-based Reading Tutor for Dutch first graders, in which different forms of feedback were implemented. We collected data from 525 first-graders in 44 schools, with 263 pupils who received explicit feedback and 262 pupils who received implicit feedback. Analyses based on mixed linear regression models indicate positive effects of both feedback forms on reading accuracy and a trade-off relationship between accuracy and speed.
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1. Introduction

Research shows that children develop their reading skills through several stages, among which decoding skill development is an important one [1]. Decoding skills are usually acquired around the age of 6-7 years old (grade1-2) with considerable guidance from teachers, classroom instructions [2, 3] and guided reading aloud. The latter is generally difficult to realize in the classroom since the time teachers are able to spend on giving guidance to individual pupils in the classroom is very limited. Computer software could provide more opportunities for pupils to practice and Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) is one of the technologies that could provide interesting solutions for reading aloud. How ASR technology could be applied in educational software for children’s reading aloud has been investigated in various studies and automatized reading tutors (RTs) have been developed, such as LISTEN’s Reading Tutor [4], Thall [5], Moby.Read [6], and Reading Companion [7]. The rationale behind such reading software is to offer more opportunities for children to practice and to give feedback on reading errors or reading performance. In the DART project [8], we developed an ASR-based Dutch reading tutor for first graders that is equipped with logging capabilities. It “listens” and gives feedback to pupils on word-level errors and reading performance. In previous studies we investigated how ASR technology can best be developed and employed in such reading software in order to provide individual feedback [8, 9].

In this paper, we report on a study in which two different ways of providing feedback were investigated to address the following research questions: (1) Are implicit and explicit feedback beneficial to reading accuracy and speed? (2) To what extent do implicit and explicit feedback affect reading accuracy and speed differently?

2. Research Background

In classroom instruction teachers do not have enough time to provide feedback to every pupil, while ASR-based RT systems could be helpful in this respect. LISTEN is one of these systems that provides various types of assistance when a child clicks for help or the system decides the child needs help. The feedback form provided on a word is randomly selected from the available options [10, 4]. Research shows that the children’s reading fluency and comprehension improved after practicing with the online tutor, compared to Sustainable Silent Reading (SSR) and regular classroom instruction [11, 12]. Most RTs were developed for English reading. The SPACE system was designed for Dutch, but it did not really use ASR technology to evaluate reading and provide feedback. In the evaluation these tasks were performed by a Wizard of Oz [13]. In the DART project, we developed a Dutch Reading Tutor software package for Dutch first graders that employs ASR technology. The online tutor records the pupils’ speech and gives instantaneous feedback on incorrect words. On the server side, it also stores the speech recordings, the ASR information on word level and phone level, and the student activities. In [8], the first version of this Dutch RT was presented. We optimized the thresholds to improve the agreement between the systems evaluations and teacher judgments [9, 14] and developed ASR models for child speech [15].

Corrective Feedback (CF) has a positive influence on reading aloud [16]. An important element is the timing of feedback, but studies examining the effectiveness of immediate and delayed feedback have produced inconsistent results [17]. Delayed feedback is beneficial for information retention [18], superior in vocabulary learning and reading comprehension for children [19, 20], while immediate feedback is better for acquiring and memorizing sight words [21].

The feedback teachers provide on children’s reading aloud is usually immediate and implicit. Teachers usually interrupt the child when an error occurs, but they tend not to tell children that it was wrong. ASR-based reading assisting software can be designed to follow the regular classroom instructions and the feedback teachers usually provide. However, software can be developed so as to go beyond what teachers do in the classroom.
for example if this is beneficial for the reading process.

The first advantage of the Dutch RT is its logging capabilities, which allow all ASR information on each word to be stored. While teachers cannot remember all the errors a pupil makes while reading aloud, an RT is able to record and monitor the pupils’ performance in the long-term. The second advantage of the system is that when pupils practice with the software, they do not feel embarrassed when the system shows them the reading errors they made because they are aware that they are talking to a computer. Finally, the effects of different forms of CF can be tested in a systematic way.

Fluency is related to accuracy, speed, and proper expression [22]. Research suggests that word recognition accuracy, automaticity, and prosody are indicators of oral reading fluency [23, 24]. Automaticity is normally measured by reading speed. Research indicates that readers need to reach a basic accuracy level of word recognition before developing reading fluency [25, 26]. Interventions show positive effects on word-reading accuracy and speed [27, 25]. Although various studies addressed reading fluency and comprehension, research on how reading fluency is affected by an online RT is limited.

3. Method

3.1. Dutch Reading Tutor

An online Dutch RT system employing ASR technology and logging capabilities was developed for Dutch first graders. This system “listens”, gives feedback to the students, and stores the recordings, ASR information, and user activities on the server. In [8], we explain the UI, ASR backend, and the logging capabilities and how these components relate to each other in the overall system. In [9, 14], we evaluated the ASR results by comparing them to the judgements by a human transcriber and by teachers. We could define optimal thresholds for the ASR scores.

3.2. Experiments

The software used in the current, second experiment was improved in various respects compared to that in our first experiment [14]. Two relevant improvements were the implementation of the optimal threshold, and the implementation of two feedback forms: implicit and explicit. In the first experiment we only used explicit feedback.

During the current experiment, among 525 first graders, 263 were randomly assigned to the explicit feedback group and 262 to the implicit feedback group.

3.3. Feedback Forms

The immediate and explicit feedback provided in the first version of the software used in the first experiment is explained in [8]. The new feedback form added to the software is implicit and delayed. The children received feedback without knowing whether they had read the words correctly or not. In other words, when the pupil read, the Tutor “listened” and logged the ASR information, but it did not provide any additional visual feedback such as highlights or check marks on the words.

In this experiment the children performed different exercises aimed at improving their reading skills. In the present paper we focus on the fluency exercises, which have the specific aim of stimulating children to read more fluently and quickly, the rationale being that acquiring speed in reading is necessary to be able to automatize the process and to free up resources for reading comprehension. In these fluency exercises the pupils read word lists or stories twice. Between two attempts, feedback was provided on the incorrect words/sentences. After the first attempt a shuffled list of incorrect words from the first attempt was shown on the screen. The correct forms were played, then the list was shuffled again and the pupil was asked to read the list of words. When children read the stories, they also had the opportunity of listening to all stories after the first attempt. Then the microphone button appeared in front of the incorrect sentences one by one. Figure 1 shows the differences between the two types of feedback provided between two attempts in the explicit feedback and implicit feedback conditions.

3.4. Data Analysis

The log data were pre-processed and merged into a data file using Python [28]. Additional data processing and the statistical analyses were carried out using the statistical software package ‘R’ [29]. To answer our research questions, we first calculated difference scores between the two attempts of the same word read by the same pupil for the reading accuracy and reading speed data. Reading accuracy differences scores were calculated by subtracting the word probability score of a word’s first attempt from the word probability of a word’s second attempt. This way, positive values indicate an improvement in terms of reading accuracy, while negative values indicate a decline. The same procedure was used for reading speed (in graphemes/sec). Positive difference scores are therefore associated with faster reading at the second attempt as compared to the first attempt, while negative difference scores reflect a slowdown. Next, we ran linear mixed effects regression analyses on the reading accuracy and reading speed difference scores. For both analyses we started with a base model with only our predictors of interest as fixed effects (Feedback type, First attempt correct, and their interaction) and random effects of word, pupil and school (intercepts only). Subsequently, we added other predictors one by one to the model based on theory, and examined whether the model fit improved by comparing their AICs. If this was not the case, the predictor was not included in the model. Only the final regression models are reported in the paper.
4. Results

The majority of words were read correctly at the first attempt, so the amount of corrective feedback was relatively low. The proportion of incorrect first attempts was 5.5% (9,126 out of 165,348) for explicit feedback and 5.9% for implicit feedback (9,630 out of 158,184).

4.1. Reading accuracy

Descriptive statistics of pupils’ reading accuracy difference scores between the two attempts are presented in Table 1. In both the explicit and implicit feedback condition, pupils’ reading accuracy did not improve if the first attempt was already correct. However, reading accuracy did improve if a word was read incorrectly at the first attempt, that is, after pupils received either explicit or implicit feedback in between the two attempts.

Table 2: Average reading accuracy difference score between two attempts, SD and 95% confidence intervals around the mean by feedback (FB) type and whether the first attempt was correct or not.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FB type</th>
<th>1st attempt</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explicit FB</td>
<td>incorrect</td>
<td>25.87</td>
<td>16.58</td>
<td>25.53; 26.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>correct</td>
<td>-0.78</td>
<td>18.85</td>
<td>-0.82; -0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implicit FB</td>
<td>incorrect</td>
<td>24.35</td>
<td>17.39</td>
<td>24.00; 24.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>correct</td>
<td>-0.67</td>
<td>8.91</td>
<td>-0.71; -0.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We used linear mixed effects regression modelling to analyze the reading accuracy difference scores between the two attempts. Our regression model focused on the two central experimental effects: Feedback type (explicit vs. implicit), and First attempt correct (incorrect vs. correct), and their interaction. In addition, we added Word context (word in story vs. word in word list), First attempt accuracy score, and Word length (in graphemes) as covariates. The categorical predictors were treatment coded and the reference categories were explicit (Feedback type), incorrect (First attempt correct), and word in story (Word context). We included Word, Pupil and School (random intercepts only) as random effects. The regression model is presented in Table 2.

Table 2: Regression model of reading accuracy difference scores for fluency exercises.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed effects</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>74.87</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>210.69</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB type (Ex. vs Im.)</td>
<td>-1.40</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>-6.87</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st att. correct</td>
<td>-4.38</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>-36.189</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word context</td>
<td>-1.30</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>-23.91</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st att. acc. score</td>
<td>-0.75</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>-298.36</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word length</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>-3.63</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB type x Correct</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>10.96</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The regression analysis revealed that the improvement in pupils’ reading accuracy is larger for words that were read incorrectly at the first attempt (and for which pupils received corrective feedback) than for words that were read correctly at the first attempt and for which pupils received no corrective feedback). This effect was significant both for pupils that received explicit ($\beta = -4.38$, $p < .001$) and implicit feedback (relevelled version of the model: $\beta = -2.97$, SE = 0.12, $p < .001$). Interestingly, the interaction effect between Feedback Type and First attempt correct was also significant ($\beta = 1.40$, $p < .001$). This indicates that the improvement in reading accuracy is significantly smaller for pupils that received implicit feedback than for pupils that received explicit feedback if the word was read incorrectly at the first attempt ($\beta = -1.40$, $p < .001$), while no such difference was observed if pupils read the word correctly at the first attempt and received no corrective feedback (relevelled version of the model: $\beta = 0.006$, SE = 0.17, $p = .972$) (see also Figure 2).

In addition, the higher pupils’ reading accuracy scores at the first attempt, the less pupils improved at the second attempt ($\beta = -0.75$, $p < .001$), and the longer a word, the less the reading accuracy improvement for that word ($\beta = -0.17$, $p < .001$). Furthermore, a significantly smaller improvement was observed at the second attempt for words in a word list exercise than for word embedded in a story ($\beta = -1.30$, $p < .001$).

4.2. Reading Speed

Table 3 shows the descriptive statistics of the reading speed difference scores by feedback type and whether or not the first attempt was correct. Pupils seem to read a word slightly faster at the second attempt as compared to the first attempt if they have read the word correctly at the first attempt. Interestingly, after pupils read a word incorrectly at the first attempt and they received corrective feedback on that word, pupils seem to slow down at the second attempt, irrespective of the type of feedback they received (explicit or implicit feedback).

Table 3: Average reading speed difference score between two attempts, SD and 95% confidence intervals around the mean by feedback type and whether the first attempt was correct or not.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FB type</th>
<th>1st attempt</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explicit FB</td>
<td>incorrect</td>
<td>-2.77</td>
<td>5.35</td>
<td>-2.88; -2.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>correct</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>0.84; 0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implicit FB</td>
<td>incorrect</td>
<td>-2.38</td>
<td>5.64</td>
<td>-2.49; -2.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>correct</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>0.96; 0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A linear mixed effects regression analysis was conducted to analyze the reading speed difference scores. We included our
Figure 3: Reading speed difference scores (model estimates) by Feedback type (explicit vs. implicit) and First attempt correct (incorrect vs. correct).

Predictors of interest as fixed effects: Feedback type (explicit vs. implicit), First attempt correct (incorrect vs. correct), and their interaction. Moreover, we included word context (word in story vs. word in word list), First attempt reading speed, and Word length (in graphemes) as covariates. The categorical predictors were treatment coded and the reference categories were explicit (Feedback type), incorrect (First attempt correct), and word in story (Word context). We included Words (random intercept only), Pupils (random intercept and random slope of Word context) and Schools (random intercept only) as random effects.

Table 4: Regression model of reading speed difference scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed effects</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>29.55</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB type (Ex. vs. Im.)</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>6.49</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st att. correct</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>31.61</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word context</td>
<td>-0.82</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>-17.80</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st att. reading speed</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>-386.64</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word length</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>22.15</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB type x Correct</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>-7.83</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The regression model in Table 4 shows that pupils slow down significantly more at the second attempt for words that were read incorrectly at the first attempt than for words that were read correctly at the first attempt (explicit: $\beta = 1.02$, $p < .001$, implicit: $\beta = 0.68$, $SE = 0.032$, $p < .001$). However, the significant interaction effect suggests that this slowdown is larger for pupils that received explicit feedback than for pupils that received implicit feedback ($\beta = -0.34$, $p < .001$). See Figure 3 for a visualization of the interaction effect.

In addition, the faster pupils read a word at the first attempt, the less they speed up at the second attempt ($\beta = -0.70$, $p < .001$), and the longer a word, the faster this word is read at the second attempt ($\beta = 0.39$, $p < .001$). Moreover, we found that reading speed differences are smaller for words in a word list than for words embedded in a story ($\beta = -0.82$, $p < .001$).

6. Conclusions

Implicit and explicit feedback forms implemented in a Dutch RT have a positive impact on reading accuracy. Pupils who received explicit feedback had better accuracy gains in the short-term. However, pupils slowed down after receiving feedback in both feedback groups. Our answers to the research questions are: For Dutch first-graders, both explicit and implicit feedback positively contribute to reading accuracy. After having received feedback, pupil slow down in order to read the word correctly the second time. In the explicit feedback condition, it is clear to the pupils that they have read the word incorrectly at the first attempt (because feedback is explicit), which makes them slow down even more than in the implicit feedback condition. In addition, we observed that the effects of two feedback forms differ depending on word context, reading speed/accuracy at the first attempt, and word length.

The improvement in decoding skills was measured in the short-time. The retention of accuracy and fluency for the words on which pupils got feedback is unknown. As we already collected data of pre- and post-tests pupils took before and after using the software, we plan to evaluate the effectiveness of the feedback forms implemented in the software in terms of retention.
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